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ABSTRACT: We investigated the influence of organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs) on 

the formation rates of all-silica zeolite LTA using both simulations and experiments, to shed 

light on the crystallization process. We compared syntheses using one OSDA with a diameter 

close to the size of the large cavity in LTA, and two OSDAs of diameters matching the sizes of 

both the small and large LTA cavities. Reaction-ensemble Monte Carlo (RxMC) simulations 

predict a speed up of LTA formation using two OSDAs matching the LTA pore sizes; this 

qualitative result is confirmed by experimental studies of crystallization kinetics, which find a 

speedup in all-silica LTA crystallization of a factor of 3. Analyses of simulated rings and their 

Si-O-Si angular energies during RxMC crystallizations show that all ring sizes in the faster 

crystallization exhibit lower angular energies, on average, than in the slower crystallization, 

explaining the origin of the speedup through packing effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Zeolites are nanoporous crystals used extensively in shape-selective catalysis and molecular 

separations.1-3 Understanding how organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs) steer zeolite 

syntheses towards particular crystalline frameworks could inform syntheses of new structures 

with advanced performance.4-5 A significant amount of research6-9 has established that OSDAs 

stabilize pores and channels in precursor silica networks through a mix of charge balancing, 

hydrophobic attractions to silica,10 and van der Waals interactions.11 In contrast, relatively little 

work has been done on understanding how combining different OSDAs can influence and 

possibly accelerate the kinetics of zeolite formation. For example, Boal et al. reported that 

synthesizing all-silica zeolite A (LTA) with distinct OSDAs that match LTA’s small and large 

cage sizes is faster than that from using a single OSDA alone.12 There are many similar reports in 

the literature,13-20 but what’s missing are atomic-level simulations of zeolite assembly,21 

benchmarked by synthesis experiments, to explain the physical chemistry underlying accelerated 

syntheses. In the present work, we report specialized Monte Carlo simulations within the 

reaction ensemble, along with corresponding zeolite synthesis experiments, to investigate the 

formation kinetics of all-silica LTA zeolite and why using multiple OSDAs can speed up the 

process.

Computer simulations of zeolite formation have received substantial attention21 because of 

their promise for revealing key steps in nucleation22 and growth,23-24 and in identifying 

hypothetical zeolite frameworks.25-27 The proliferation of hypothetical zeolite structures into the 

millions has triggered a flurry of computational studies aimed at discovering the most 

synthesizable new frameworks using structures,28-32 flexibilities,33 thermodynamics,34 and 

machine learning.35-40 Computational methods have also been developed for predicting effective 
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OSDAs.41-42 A recent machine-learning study has even suggested that, while empty zeolite 

frameworks are thermodynamically metastable relative to dense polymorphs, zeolites are 

thermodynamically stable under aqueous synthesis conditions while containing OSDAs and 

considering pH.43 

However, despite all this progress, simulating the process of zeolite crystallization from 

beginning to end with atomic-level detail remains a grand challenge. Indeed, such a simulation 

would have to capture 3D network formation around space-filling molecules, sample 

configurations efficiently despite potentially glassy dynamics, and reach the time scales – hours 

to days – of zeolite synthesis to yield fully-formed nanoporous crystals. Pushing computer 

simulations to capture such physical and chemical effects can help shed light on nanopore self-

assembly, including the factors underlying accelerated syntheses.

Towards this end, we have developed a unique Monte Carlo (MC) approach for simulating 

silica polymerization44-46 and all-silica zeolite formation in the absence47-48 and presence of 

OSDAs.49,50 Our modeling approach forms interconnections among flexible SiO4 tetrahedra with 

hard-sphere cores,44 driven by the energetics of silica condensation obtained from DFT 

calculations.21 MC simulations of this model within the reaction ensemble, which sample 3D 

silica network structures through local reactive fluctuations that form and hydrolyze silica ≡Si-O-

Si≡ bridges, have been shown to faithfully reproduce the sequential kinetics of silica branching 

measured by 29Si solid-state NMR.51  This reactive MC approach, together with a hard-sphere 

(space-filling) model of OSDAs, has predicted a narrow range of OSDA sizes that allows for (all 

silica) LTA formation,49-50 in good agreement with experimental synthesis results.12,52 From a 

physical chemistry perspective, these results suggest that complex mixtures of associating and 
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non-associating hard spheres, which go beyond the normal additive hard-sphere approximation,53 

can mimic important aspects of nanopore assembly around OSDAs. 

Further research into this simulation approach will involve adding new levels of rigor to the 

model such as capturing chemical details of the OSDAs, and testing the present model under 

more complex nanopore assembly contexts. In the present work, we pursue the latter by 

investigating the effect of using large and small OSDAs on the relative kinetics of all-silica LTA 

zeolite formation, inspired by the results of Boal et al.12 We augment these simulations with 

synthesis experiments to probe the precise kinetics of all-silica zeolite formation with multiple 

OSDAs. Here, we report MC simulations yielding accelerated crystal formation confirmed by an 

experimental kinetics study. Furthermore, we have analyzed the rings that form during 

crystallization along with their energetics to help explain the speed up.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the simulation and 

experimental methods used herein; Section 3 details and discusses the simulation and 

experimental results; and Section 4 offers a summary and concluding remarks.

2. METHODS

2.1. Simulation Methods

Here we outline our simulation methods; a detailed description of our approach is offered in 

the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI, Sec. 1). The synthesis system being modeled is 

shown in Figure 1 with all-silica zeolite A (LTA) comprising small and large cavities – the so-

called - and -cages, respectively.54 Boal et al. showed that the molecule denoted as “BULKY” 

in Figure 1 serves as an effective OSDA for making all-silica LTA through fluoride-mediated 

synthesis.12 Following the supramolecular OSDA paradigm introduced by Corma et al.,52 two 
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molecules of BULKY are found to occupy the -cage in as-made LTA, coordinating like two 

hands in a snowball-packing configuration. The volume excluded by the composite dimer is 

quasi-spherical as shown by the green sphere in Figure 1. As such, our coarse-grained molecular 

model of BULKY as an OSDA treats each BULKY dimer as a sphere of 10 Å in diameter, 

consistent with the direct, end-to-end length of BULKY. In this work, as with our previous 

research,49-50 we have modeled OSDAs as hard spheres to investigate their roles as pore fillers11 

in nanopore formation. 

Boal et al. also showed that all-silica LTA can be synthesized by combining BULKY with 

tetramethyl-ammonium (TMA) as a secondary OSDA.12 One molecule of TMA fits well in the 

-cage of LTA, and can be modeled as a hard sphere with a 6 Å diameter consistent with ion 

permeabilities55 (see the blue sphere in Figure 1). OSDAs interact with the silica network in our 

model via hard spheres placed on each Si atom (diameter of 2 Å44-45), located at the center of 

each SiO4 tetrahedron. For computational simplicity, we only consider interactions between 

Figure 1. LTA zeolite with OSDAs: two BULKY molecules (green) modeled 
as one sphere of 10 Å in diameter, which fits in -cage; 1 TMA (blue) modeled 
as a sphere of 6 Å in diameter fitting in -cage.
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OSDAs and the silicon in each tetrahedron. We have simulated all-silica LTA formation in two 

cases, as follows:

 Case 1 = 1 OSDA type: 2 BULKY molecules = one 10 Å sphere

 Case 2 = 2 OSDA types: 2 BULKY = one 10 Å sphere, plus 1 TMA = one 6 Å sphere  

Our reaction ensemble MC (RxMC) simulations sample spatial and reactive fluctuations of 

flexible SiO4 tetrahedra in the presence of OSDAs, as depicted in Figure 2. Each flexible 

tetrahedron is characterized by six springs connecting each O-O pair, while connected tetrahedra 

have Si-O-Si angles controlled by angular springs (see Figure 2(a)). The parameters for these O-

O and Si-O-Si springs (all simulation details are reported in Electronic Supplementary 

Information, Sec. 1), which were reported previously by us,56 were determined by DFT and 

Figure 2. Stages of reaction-ensemble Monte Carlo: (a) silica dimer showing terminal 
OH (white), bridging oxygen (red), and equilibrium values of O-O distance and Si-O-Si 
angle; (b) evolving silica network around 6 Å OSDA; (c) final LTA crystal formed 
around 10 Å OSDA (2×2 periodic extension shown).
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found to reproduce bulk moduli of several all-silica zeolites and dense polymorphs of silica. 

Silica polymerization around OSDAs is sampled within RxMC through local reactive 

fluctuations of the form: ≡Si-OH + HO-Si≡  ≡Si-O-Si≡ + HOH, with an RxMC probability ⇌

proportional to the condensation or hydrolysis equilibrium constant (Keq). As such, our 

simulations contain two kinds of oxygen species: terminal oxygens representing OH groups 

(white atoms in Figure 2), and bridging oxygens (red atoms in Figure 2). Overall, the spring-

tetrahedron model allows us to track the stabilities of building units such as rings during zeolite 

formation, and the superimposed hard-sphere interactions model the effect of volume exclusion 

by OSDAs. 

We have performed simulations in the reaction ensemble at fixed volume and temperature 

under periodic boundary conditions. The glassiness of silica requires enhanced sampling 

methods such as replica exchange57 to equilibrate the system into a crystalline phase. We applied 

replica exchange with an adaptive grid of 28 replicas, each with its own value of Keq.
48 To 

generate smooth crystallization curves, we averaged results over 56 identical but statistically 

independent replica exchange simulations, culminating in a total of 1,568 RxMC runs for each 

synthesis case, each for 10 million MC steps. In summary, we emphasize that while there are 

several components to our model with varying levels of accuracy – from DFT to hard-spheres – 

there is no parameter in the present model fitted to reproduce experimental zeolite synthesis 

kinetics.

2.2. Experimental Methods

We have conducted experimental syntheses of all-silica LTA using BULKY alone, and 

BULKY along with TMA. We did not investigate the possibility of using TMA alone because 
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previous literature has suggested only aluminum containing low Si/Al LTA can be synthesized 

when TMA and Na cations are used in the synthesis gel.58  Syntheses of all-silica LTA using 

BULKY alone, and using BULKY with TMA, were achieved in the presence of  HF as reported 

previously12 with modifications as detailed in the ESI (Sec. 2)  (HF is a dangerous reagent; use 

with appropriate caution.). We note that seeds were used in the syntheses, but X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) in Figure S5 (ESI) shows that the seeds dissolve in HF before the formation of a crystal 

phase, indicating that the seeds don’t need to be modeled in the MC simulations. To study the 

effect of TMA on the crystallization kinetics of LTA, TMACl was added to the synthesis gel; 

TMACl was used instead of TMAOH to avoid changing the pH, i.e., to avoid changing two 

synthesis variables at the same time. At several time points along both syntheses, materials were 

characterized by XRD to compare the relative crystallinities of the two materials as a function of 

time. (The XRD patterns at various time points during crystallization are shown in the ESI in 

Figure S4.) Relative crystallinities were calculated from the ratios of diffraction peak areas of the 

(003) and (122) peaks of LTA and the (100) peak of quartz, as explained in the ESI.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin this section by showing computational predictions of silica polymerization and all-

silica zeolite crystallization; we then follow with experimental results to test the predictions; and 

end with computational results to interpret the key results in the article.

Figure 3 shows the “short time” behavior of silica polymerization as predicted by the RxMC 

simulations. Displayed in Figure 3 is the evolution of the Qn distribution vs. MC step, where Qn 

is the mole fraction of Si atoms bound to n bridging oxygens. Devreux et al. applied 29Si solid-

state NMR to measure the Qn distribution, finding an initial depletion of Q0 silica (monomers), a 
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subsequent rise and fall of Q1 silica (dimers), then the rise and fall of Q2 silica (chains and rings), 

and so forth to more highly branched silica structures.51 Figure 3 shows that this kinetic signature 

of silica polymerization – sequential structure development – is correctly captured by our replica 

exchange RxMC simulations. To our knowledge, this is the first time that replica exchange 

RxMC has been successfully applied to compute the Qn distribution of silica polymerization. 

This finding indicates the reliability of the system evolution predicted by Monte Carlo at “later 

times.” 

We simulated “longer time” progress towards crystallization by computing the degree of 

polymerization (DoP, yellow line in Figure 3), which takes the value of 1 when all SiO4 

tetrahedra are fully connected through ≡Si-O-Si≡ bridges. Figure 3 shows that the DoP is just 

under 0.8 after 105 MC steps; Figure 4 shows that simulating the rise of the DoP to unity – i.e., 

Figure 3. Evolution of Qn distribution with 2 OSDAs from Replica Exchange RxMC, 
showing that this replica method captures the sequential kinetics of silica polymerization. 
The shading displays standard deviations over 56 simulations. 
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simulating crystallization – requires 107 MC steps for this LTA system. Simulated X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) patterns in Figure S1 of the ESI confirm that these fully connected assemblies 

possess the LTA framework structure.

Figure 4 shows the simulated crystallization curves for the two synthesis cases, showing the 

DoP averaged over 56 identical RxMC runs. The BULKY-only crystallization curve is shown in 

black while that for BULKY/TMA is shown in red. Figure 4 predicts a modest speedup in LTA 

crystallization when going from the BULKY-only synthesis to the BULKY/TMA system. One 

way to estimate this speedup is to compare the number of MC steps required for the shaded 

regions to reach the DoP = 1 line. The BULKY/TMA system reaches DoP = 1 at 3.5×106 MC 

steps, while BULKY alone does so at 5.5×106 MC steps, indicating a speedup of ~1.6. Another 

way is to compare the mean number of MC steps required for crystallization, averaged over the 

56 runs. Histograms of the number of MC steps required for crystallization (ESI Figure S2) 

indicate that 4.0×106 MC steps are required on average for BULKY/TMA, and 6.0×106 MC 

steps for BULKY alone, suggesting a speedup by a factor of 1.5. While modest, this MC-based 

prediction of a speedup in zeolite formation is statistically significant and warrants experimental 

testing, which we now discuss.
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Figure 4. Average degree of polymerization (DoP) vs. MC step from RxMC simulations, 
showing that LTA formation (DoP = 1) is predicted to be faster with 2 OSDAs (diameters 6, 10 Å 
– red) than with 1 OSDA (diameter 10 Å – black). Gray/red shading displays standard deviations 
over 56 simulations for 1 OSDA/2 OSDAs, respectively.
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Figure 5 shows experimental data for the relative crystallinity of LTA synthesized with 

BULKY alone (black line) and with both BULKY and TMACl (red line), as a function of 

crystallization time. We observe a clear and substantial speedup of the crystallization process by 

using the 2 OSDAs, in qualitative agreement with the MC predictions. The system reaches a 

relative crystallinity of 50% about 5 times faster when combining BULKY with TMA. 

Furthermore, 100% relative crystallinity is reached 3 times faster when both OSDAs are used, 

reaching full relative crystallinity in 48 h (BULKY/TMA) instead of 144 h (BULKY). 

The MC prediction of this acceleration in the crystallization process, confirmed by 

experiments, represents a remarkable accomplishment for this modeling scheme. The MC model 

underestimates the magnitude of this speedup due to the relative simplicity of the model, in 

particular, the absence of long-range interactions and the omission of water and fluoride from the 

Figure 5. Relative crystallinity vs. time for LTA synthesized using BULKY alone (black line), 
and BULKY/TMA as combined OSDAs (red line). Relative crystallinities calculated from ratios 
of diffraction peaks from LTA and quartz. Experiment finds a speedup of 3 using combined 
OSDAs, confirming the MC prediction.
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simulations. Learning how to include these effects while maintaining efficient, long-time 

sampling remains an ambitious target for future simulation work. 

 The MC simulations can point to physical origins behind the observed speedup in the LTA 

synthesis. Towards this end, we have analyzed the energetics of the spring-tetrahedron model 

during the RxMC trajectories and correlated that analysis with ring distributions computed 

during crystallization. Rings were obtained from snapshots of 3×3×3 periodic extensions of the 

RxMC simulations, using King´s shortest-path algorithm for counting rings59-60 as implemented 

in the R.I.N.G.S. code.61 We have computed mean Si-O-Si angular energies, as a function of ring 

size and MC step, shown in Figure 6 as an energy difference of BULKY/TMA energy minus 

BULKY energy. Figure 6 reveals the finding that, for the faster zeolite synthesis using 

BULKY/TMA, all ring sizes (except for 3-rings, which are very few as shown in Figure 7) 

exhibit lower average Si-O-Si angular energies than for the slower synthesis using BULKY 

alone. (Figure S3 in the ESI shows that both O-O and Si-O-Si spring energies are lower in the 

simulated BULKY/TMA synthesis.) We find it remarkable that all rings from 4-rings up to 10-

rings are found to adopt more stable configurations during synthesis in the 2 OSDA system. 

Because silica and OSDAs interact as hard spheres in our RxMC simulations, the stabilization in 

Figure 6 arises from packing an additional OSDA into the simulation box, coaxing the silica 

network and its rings into more stable geometries, thereby speeding up crystal formation.
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We have also analyzed the evolution of ring-size distributions during crystallization, shown 

in Figure 7(a) for BULKY/TMA, Figure 7(b) for BULKY, and the difference in Figure 7(c). 

Figure 7(c) reveals that the BULKY/TMA synthesis produces a substantial surplus of 4-rings in 

the BULKY/TMA system compared to that in BULKY alone. This surplus of 4-rings is 

significant because such rings are the major secondary building unit in LTA, as shown in the 

blue shaded region of Figure 7(a). What’s fascinating is that 4-rings are not the most stabilized 

ring size in Figure 6, which might be expected from their substantial surplus in the 

BULKY/TMA system. This finding indicates that hard-sphere entropic effects are likely 

responsible for the surplus of 4-rings in our model of the BULKY/TMA system. As such, we 

find the signatures of both energetic and entropic effects in our model of the acceleration of LTA 

synthesis using the BULKY/TMA combination.

Figure 6. Simulated mean Si-O-Si angular energy difference during crystallization decomposed via 
ring size, showing the mean angular energy from BULKY/TMA system minus same from BULKY 
system. Negative energy differences for all ring sizes (except for 3-rings) suggests that using 2 
OSDAs produces more stable ring systems during crystallization. 
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Figure 7. Predicted ring-size distributions vs MC step for (a) 2 OSDAs, (b) 1 OSDA, and 
(c) difference. Blue shading in Figure 7(a) at 8.5×106 MC steps indicates all 56 copies have 
crystallized; this state was not reached with 1 OSDA even after 107 MC steps. Difference 
graph (c) shows higher production rate of 4-rings at ~4×106 MC steps using 2 OSDAs. 
Standard deviations of the number of rings do not exceed 50 for any given ring size (data 
not shown), indicating that the difference in ring production seen in Figure 7(c) is 
statistically significant.
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The results described above on energetic and entropic effects in zeolite LTA formation may 

be discussed in light of experimental and computational studies on the thermodynamics of 

zeolite synthesis. Both experimental calorimetry62 and DFT calculations63 have established that 

empty zeolite frameworks are thermodynamically metastable relative to dense polymorphs, 

leading many materials scientists to conclude that kinetic considerations are of paramount 

importance for determining the outcomes of zeolite synthesis experiments. However, a recent 

machine-learning study of zeolite synthesis energetics has reported that synthesizable zeolite 

phases correlate with their thermodynamic stabilities when including OSDAs in the energetics.43 

These recent results underscore the importance of both thermodynamics and synthesis conditions 

for understanding zeolite formation.

Towards this end, Piccione, Navrotsky, and coworkers have reported results of solution 

calorimetry measurements during zeolite crystallization for high-silica zeolites.64 They found 

Gibbs free energies of zeolite crystallization in the range of –4.9 kJ/mol-Si to –8.5 kJ/mol-Si 

(±2.8 kJ/mol-Si), with no single factor – enthalpy or entropy – dominating these Gibbs free 

energies. This qualitative observation – that both enthalpic and entropic factors conspire to 

distinguish different zeolite syntheses – is entirely consistent with the findings of our RxMC 

simulations detailed above. In particular, our simulations predict that all relevant rings are 

energetically stabilized by adding an extra hard-sphere OSDA (modeling TMA), while 4-ring 

production is particularly enhanced beyond what would be expected by the computed 

stabilization, pointing to entropic effects from hard-sphere packing. Overall, we suggest that 

investigating energetic and entropic effects of evolving framework-OSDA systems will lead to 

enhanced understanding of zeolite formation. In forthcoming work, we will report on quantifying 
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differential entropies of crystallization from our simulations, for comparison with experimental 

values.

4. Summary and Concluding Remarks

We have studied effects of OSDAs on the molecular-level processes that trigger all-silica 

zeolite formation. We have performed reaction ensemble MC simulations predicting that the 

presence of two types of OSDAs, with hard-sphere diameters matching the sizes of the cages in 

zeolite LTA, speeds up zeolite LTA formation. A refined version of this model with atomic-level 

detail for the OSDAs will be considered in future work. We also present experimental synthesis 

results showing a clear and substantial speedup of LTA synthess using both small and large 

OSDAs, in qualitative agreement with the MC predictions. Ring-size distributions and energetics 

from MC simulations indicate that having both small and large OSDAs stabilizes all ring sizes 

(except for 3-rings), and increases the rate of 4-ring production – the key secondary building 

block of the LTA structure – through entropic effects. Our results indicating the interplay of 

energetic and entropic results are consistent with previous thermodynamics experiments on high-

silica zeolites, and provide a deeper understanding of the role of thermodynamics in zeolite 

assembly.

Testing this molecular-level picture using in situ characterization methods such as Raman 

spectroscopy,65 which can characterize ring distributions in silica systems, remains an important 

way forward for shedding light on the roles of OSDAs, and on the early stages and key steps in 

zeolite formation. Furthermore, adapting the present simulation approach to model the formation 

of aluminosilicate zeolites requires generalizing the spring-tetrahedron model to reproduce 

structural and energetic properties of aluminosilicate networks, and creating computationally 
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efficient models that capture the electrostatics of aluminosilicate networks and their interactions 

with cationic OSDAs. Overall, these findings present new opportunities for both improving 

zeolite crystallization and understanding its molecular-level mechanisms.
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